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ABSTRACT

Responses of leaf and shoot hydraulic conductance to light
quality were examined on shoots of silver birch (Betula
pendula), cut from lower (‘shade position’) and upper
thirds of the crowns (‘sun position’) of trees growing in a
natural temperate forest stand. Hydraulic conductances of
leaf blades (Klb), petioles (KP) and branches (i.e. leafless
stem; KB) were determined using a high pressure flow meter
in steady state mode. The shoots were exposed to photo-
synthetic photon flux density of 200–250 mmol m-2 s-1 using
white, blue or red light. Klb depended significantly on both
light quality and canopy position (P < 0.001), KB on canopy
position (P < 0.001) and exposure time (P = 0.014), and
none of the three factors had effect on KP. The highest
values of Klb were recorded under the blue light (3.63 and
3.13 ¥ 10-4 kg m-2 MPa-1 s-1 for the sun and shade leaves,
respectively), intermediate values under white light (3.37
and 2.46 ¥ 10-4 kg m-2 MPa-1 s-1, respectively) and lowest
values under red light (2.83 and 2.02 ¥ 10-4 kg m-2 MPa-1 s-1,
respectively). Light quality has an important impact on leaf
hydraulic properties, independently of light intensity or of
total light energy, and the specific light receptors involved
in this response require identification. Given that natural
canopy shade depletes blue and red light, Klb may be
decreased both by reduced fluence and shifts in light
spectra, indicating the need for studies of the natural het-
erogeneity of Klb within and under canopies, and its impacts
on gas exchange.
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INTRODUCTION

Leaves account for majority (47–94%) of the hydraulic
resistance to water flow through the shoots of woody plants
(Yang & Tyree 1994; Nardini & Pitt 1999; Nardini & Salleo
2000; Nardini 2001; Sellin, Õunapuu & Kupper 2008), and a
substantial part of the hydraulic resistance in whole plants.
For a number of species over a range of life forms, leaves,

including petioles, contribute 30% or more of the plant total
liquid-phase resistance (Becker, Tyree & Tsuda 1999; Sack
et al. 2003; Gyenge et al. 2005; Sack & Holbrook 2006; Sellin
& Kupper 2007a). Therefore, any changes in leaf hydraulic
conductance (Kleaf) caused either by environmental or inter-
nal stimuli influence the ability of plants to supply water to
mesophyll cells, and have consequences on stomatal con-
ductance and photosynthetic capacity (Brodribb & Hol-
brook 2004, 2005; Franks 2006; Brodribb, Feild & Jordan
2007; Woodruff et al. 2007; Domec et al. 2009). Hence, leaf
hydraulic properties are associated ultimately with produc-
tivity, growth rate, competitiveness and survival of plants.

However, our knowledge is still limited with respect to
regulation of leaf hydraulic properties in response to
ambient conditions because of tremendous diversity of leaf
structure and function, species-specific differences in the
partitioning of leaf hydraulic resistance (Rleaf = 1/Kleaf), and
varying mechanisms controlling water transport capacity of
vascular and extravascular compartments depending on
environmental variables. There is increasing evidence that
confirms the dependence of leaf hydraulic traits on light
availability (Sack, Tyree & Holbrook 2005; Sack & Hol-
brook 2006; Scoffoni et al. 2008; Voicu, Cooke & Zwiazek
2009). A study in 11 temperate and tropical tree species
revealed that Kleaf increased with irradiance for six of the
species tested (Tyree et al. 2005). Sellin et al. (2008) indi-
cated that leaves of silver birch (Betula pendula Roth)
respond to light by adjusting their hydraulic efficiency to
both light duration and intensity. Experimental evidence
suggests that the light-induced enhancement of Kleaf is con-
trolled by factors acting on extravascular tissues and
involves expression or activation of plasma membrane
aquaporins (AQPs) in mesophyll and/or bundle sheath
cells (Tyree et al. 2005; Cochard et al. 2007; Voicu, Zwiazek
& Tyree 2008; Heinen, Ye & Chaumont 2009; Voicu &
Zwiazek 2010). Because of such adjustment, and to differ-
ential development of venation properties, the Kleaf of sun
leaves is higher than for shade leaves (Sack et al. 2003; Sellin
& Kupper 2007a,b; Sellin et al. 2008), and Kleaf is on average
higher for sun- than shade-establishing species (Brodribb &
Holbrook 2004; Sack et al. 2005; Sack & Frole 2006).
Diurnal variation in Kleaf is also related to light availability
for both herbaceous (Nardini, Salleo & Andri 2005) and
woody plants (Lo Gullo et al. 2005). Kim & Steudle (2009)
demonstrated that hydraulic conductance of leaf cells is
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maximized at a certain light intensity and reduced again by
high light, which is probably caused by induction of reactive
oxygen species. Recent studies (Nardini et al. 2010; Sellin,
Õunapuu & Karusion 2010) have presented experimental
evidence for fast light-mediated changes also in stem
hydraulic conductance.

The discoveries that both the plasma membrane and the
tonoplast contain AQPs, water channel proteins, have
changed our view of how plant cells regulate transmem-
brane water movement (Chrispeels & Maurel 1994; Maurel
1997; Tyerman, Niemietz & Bramley 2002). AQPs facilitate
the rapid exchange of water across cell membranes and are
responsible for up to 95% of the water permeability of
plasma membranes (Henzler, Ye & Steudle 2004). Plants
need to continuously adjust water exchange in response
to environmental conditions, and therefore AQPs play
an important role in the regulatory processes. Rapid
irradiance-mediated increase of Kleaf may result from de
novo expression of AQPs or, more likely, from the
up-regulation of pre-existing water channels. Several
studies indicate that the post-translational regulation of
AQP activity occurs by phosphorylation (Johnson &
Chrispeels 1992; Johansson et al. 1998; Prak et al. 2008). In
leaves, where the dominant system involved in energy
transduction is photosynthesis, the light response of Kleaf has
been suggested to involve photophosphorylation-induced
opening of AQPs (Tyree et al. 2005). To provide
co-ordination between gaseous and liquid-phase conduc-
tances in heterogeneous radiation field, one can suppose
that light quality should have an impact on Kleaf. As
quantum energy is directly proportional to the frequency of
light waves, blue light might have a greater enhancing effect
on the hydraulic conductance of the leaf blade than white
or red light because of its higher energy. Early studies of
the action spectrum of photosynthesis had expected that
shorter light wavelengths would stimulate greater activity
because of their higher energy, though this pattern was not
found, indicating a lower quantum efficiency for blue light
than red light (Inada 1976). Further, a recent study has
proposed that light energy input determines transpiration
rate irrespective of the light colour (Pieruschka, Huber &
Berry 2010). Thus, the energy hypothesis for the light
quality response of leaf hydraulic conductance required
testing.An alternative possibility is that light receptors such
as those involved in regulating guard cell turgor for sto-
matal opening (Chen, Chory & Fankhauser 2004; Shimazaki
et al. 2007; Briggs 2009) may also be involved in the regula-
tion of AQPs in the hydraulic pathway.

Kleaf is determined by the conductance of the xylem and
outside-xylem hydraulic pathways, and experiments have
pointed to a strong importance of both components. For
instance, Kleaf responds to temperature, and the slope of
the response line is significantly higher than that expected
from changes in the dynamic viscosity of water and thus
cannot be explained merely by changes in the apoplastic
pathway (Matzner & Comstock 2001; Sack, Streeter &
Holbrook 2004; Cochard et al. 2007; Sellin & Kupper
2007b). Indeed, numerous experiments with application

of metabolic inhibitors confirm involvement of living
extravascular tissues in regulation of Kleaf (e.g. Nardini
et al. 2005; Cochard et al. 2007; Sellin et al. 2008; Voicu et al.
2008; Voicu & Zwiazek 2010). Several studies indicate that
the extravascular hydraulic resistance constitutes a sub-
stantial proportion of leaf total resistance (Trifilò et al.
2003; Cochard, Nardini & Coll 2004; Gascó, Nardini &
Salleo 2004; Sack et al. 2005). Given that extravascular
resistances have a strong influence on Kleaf, then all factors
that enhance AQP expression may facilitate total water
flux to sites of evaporation, and importantly constrain leaf
gas exchange rates.

Despite many studies on the response of Kleaf to irradi-
ance (light quantity), to our knowledge, only one study
(Voicu et al. 2008) has tested the effects of light colour (light
quality) on Kleaf. Voicu et al. (2008) found a greater hydrau-
lic enhancement in Quercus macrocarpa Michx. in response
to blue and green light than to visible radiation of longer
wavelengths (amber and red). However, the response to
white light was greater than to light of any single colour, and
the role of wavelength versus total light energy in driving
the response was not determined. Our goal was to test
experimentally the differential effect of light wavelengths
on leaf and shoot hydraulic efficiency and distribution of
resistance within the shoots of silver birch (Betula pendula).
Previous experiments revealed that Kleaf of silver birch is
sensitive to experimental manipulation of both light inten-
sity and duration (Sellin et al. 2008). As different canopy
layers in a mixed temperate forest differ substantially in
light availability and spectral composition (Smith 1982;
Endler 1993; Navrátil et al. 2007; Reinhardt, Smith & Carter
2010), the second objective was to estimate the impact of
light quality on shoot hydraulic characteristics in relation to
canopy position (in sun versus shade shoots). We aimed to
broaden the understanding of plant optimization of light
and water utilization across the micro-environmental het-
erogeneity within a forest canopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant material

Shoots were sampled from three 25- to 30-year-old trees of
Betula pendula Roth [height 16.8–19.4 m, diameter at breast
height (DBH) 11.6–16.2 cm] growing in Järvselja Experi-
mental Forest (58°16′N, 27°16′E, elevation 40 m ASL),
Eastern Estonia, in the lower (shade-exposed shoots) and
upper thirds (sun-exposed shoots) of their crown. Detailed
data on vegetation and climate of the study area were pre-
sented in Sellin & Kupper (2005a,b). In the evening prior to
the measurement days, 20–40 cm long shoots were cut
under water and put into beakers with the basal ends sub-
merged in water. In the laboratory, the shoots were put into
plastic flasks filled with deionized, filtered (Direct-Q3
UV water purification system; Millipore SAS, Molsheim,
France) and freshly degassed water (T-04-125 ultrasonic-
vacuum degasser; Terriss Consolidated Industries, Asbury
Park, NJ, USA), and rehydrated overnight in a dark room.
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Measurement of hydraulic conductance

In the morning, the shoots were exposed to light of photo-
synthetic photon flux density (PPFD) of 200–
250 mmol m-2 s-1 for 1, 3 or 5 h before the hydraulics
measurements. The PPFD was measured with a LI-190
quantum sensor (Li-Cor Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA)
and energy flux within the band of photosynthetically active
radiation with a SKE 510 energy sensor (Skye Instruments,
Llandrindod Wells, UK). The effect of light quality on plant
hydraulic properties was investigated by exposing shoots
before and during the hydraulic measurements to light from
different sources: blue light from metal halide lamps (Art-
colour MH-T Blue, 400 W; Philips, Eindhoven, the Nether-
lands) with spectral emission maximum at 450–460 nm;
white light from high pressure sodium lamps (Master
SON-T PIA Agro, 400 W; Philips) with wide spectral emis-
sion band of 550–710 nm and with additional small peaks
in blue band; or red light from the Master SON-T PIA
Agro lamps used in combination with 026 Bright Red
colour filters (Lee Filters, Andover, UK), which lacked
wavelengths below 600 nm. Irradiance was controlled by
changing the distance from the lamps. Air above the
shoots was agitated with a fan to minimize local tempera-
ture gradients.

The hydraulic conductance of the shoot (KS) and its com-
ponent branch (i.e. leafless stems), petioles, and leaf blades
were determined by the water perfusion method using a
high pressure flow meter (HPFM; Dynamax, Houston, TX,
USA) applied in steady state mode, and by removing leaf
blades and petioles in sequence. The hydraulic conductance
of leaf blades (Klb) was calculated as

K K Klb S B P= −−
+

− −( ) ,1 1 1 (1)

where KB+P is the hydraulic conductance of a branch
together with petioles. Klb is an integral measure for all
the transpiration flow paths, from the petiole-leaf junction,
to the sites of evaporation, both through apoplast and
symplast (Sack et al. 2002). The hydraulic conductance of
petioles (KP) was calculated as

K K KP B P B= −+
− − −( ) ,1 1 1 (2)

where KB is the hydraulic conductance of a bare branch.
Tyree et al. (2005) indicated that stomatal openness does
not influence results of the hydraulic measurements using
the high pressure flow meter: when stomatal response to
light was inhibited by the application of ABA, the Kleaf

response to light remained unchanged, and other experi-
ments confirmed that stomata did not influence the light-
induced alteration of Kleaf (Cochard et al. 2007; Scoffoni
et al. 2008; Voicu et al. 2008). During the measurements
leaf and branch temperatures were recorded and stored
with MT2 fast response temperature probes and a DL2e
data logger (Delta-T Devices, Burwell, UK). After the
hydraulic measurements the number of leaves was
counted, and the total area of leaf blades was determined
with an AM300 digital area meter (ADC BioScientific,

Great Amwell, UK). The data on hydraulic conductance
were corrected for the dynamic viscosity of water at 24 °C
and normalized to shoot size by expressing the conduc-
tance values per unit area of the leaf blades. Altogether,
108 shoots (3 trees ¥ 2 canopy positions ¥ 3 light
colours ¥ 3 exposure times ¥ 2 replications) were sampled
for hydraulic conductance.

Potassium ion concentration of the xylem sap

In order to test for possible light-mediated modification of
ionic concentration of the xylem sap and consequent
changes in KB (Zwieniecki, Melcher & Holbrook 2001;
Nardini et al. 2007; Cochard et al. 2010) we determined
potassium ion concentration [(K+)] of the sap. [K+] was
measured simultaneously in pairs of shoots taken from the
same tree and canopy layer, including the shoot used for
hydraulic measurements, and an additional shoot. The
extraction procedure of the xylem sap was based on that
of Stark, Spitzner & Essig (1985). Extraction was per-
formed on the leafless stem after ~3 cm of the bark had
been removed from the cut end of the shoot to avoid
contamination with phloem sap. The cut end of the stem
was slipped through a tight-fitting rubber stopper and the
stopper was inserted into a pressure chamber (Model
1000; PMS Instrument Company, Albany, OR, USA), with
the cut end extending out through the top of the chamber.
The stripped end was cleaned with deionized water, wiped
with filter paper and fitted with a tight piece of plastic
tubing. The pressure was increased slowly and held at
2.0 MPa, and extracted xylem sap was collected into a
1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. A sap sample of 0.1 mL was
immediately measured for [K+] using a C-131 potassium
ion meter (Horiba, Kyoto, Japan), based on ion-selective
electrodes. Before each measurement time the instrument
was calibrated with two standard solutions provided by
the manufacturer.

Data analysis

Data analysis was carried out using Statistica, Vers. 7.1
(StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA). To analyse the effects of
light quality on leaf and shoot hydraulic parameters,
an analysis of variance (anova) was performed, with light
colour, exposure time and canopy position as fixed
factors; type III sums of squares were used in the calcula-
tions. Normality and homogeneity of variances were
checked using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov D-statistic and
the Levene test, respectively (Sokal & Rohlf 1995). When
appropriate, logarithmic or root transformations were
applied to the data. Post hoc mean comparisons were con-
ducted using the Tukey honestly significant difference
(HSD) test. Relationships between the studied character-
istics and independent variables were assessed by Pear-
son’s correlations or simple linear regressions fitted by
least-squares.
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RESULTS

Effects of light quality on leaf and shoot
hydraulic properties

We found strong impacts of light quality treatments on
hydraulic conductances (Table 1). KS depended only on
canopy position, Klb on canopy position and light quality,
and KB on canopy position and exposure time. However,
sun leaves did not differ in Klb between the lights of differ-
ent wavelengths at the 0.05 level of significance (Fig. 1).
None of the three factors had statistically significant effect
on KP. Sun shoots exhibited ~1.3 times higher (P < 0.001)
hydraulic capacity than shade shoots: across all light treat-
ments KS averaged (�SE) 1.73 ¥ 10-4 (�7.4 ¥ 10-6) and
1.33 ¥ 10-4 (�6.3 ¥ 10-6) kg m-2 s-1 MPa-1, respectively; Klb

was also 1.3 times and KB 1.4 times higher (P < 0.001). Klb

increased in the following order – red, white and blue light
treatment (Fig. 1), and this was not in accordance with total
quantum energy recorded in different treatments. Radiant
energy fluxes in the band of PAR ranged in the following
order: red (43 W m-2), blue (45 W m-2) and white light
(48 W m-2) treatment. Shade leaves demonstrated larger

dynamics of Klb in response to the light treatments than the
sun leaves (increased 55% versus 28% under blue com-
pared with red light, respectively), although the effect of
canopy position ¥ light quality interaction was not signifi-
cant in the anova model (Table 2).

The changes in Klb induced by light quality brought about
a considerable redistribution of the liquid-phase resistance
within the sample shoots. Both in sun and shade shoots the
contribution of leaf blades to the whole-shoot resistance
increased and that of bare branch decreased in the order –
blue, white and red light (Fig. 2). Under white light, about
11% of the leaf resistance was located in the petiole,
being independent of the canopy position. In white light,
the whole-leaf conductance (Kleaf) averaged 2.95 � 0.21
and 2.17 � 0.21 ¥ 10-4 kg m-2 s-1 MPa-1 for sun and shade
foliage, respectively.

Effect of light exposure time on shoot
hydraulic properties

KS, Klb and KP did not depend on light exposure time
(Table 1), but KB varied with both canopy position
(P < 0.001) and exposure time (P = 0.014). KB of the sun
shoots decreased considerably over time independently of
the light quality (Fig. 3). KB decreased 23% for sun shoots,
by contrast with 10% (statistically insignificant) for shade
shoots over 5 h of exposure.

Table 1. Results of analysis of variance
(anova) for the effects of canopy position,
light quality and exposure time on hydraulic
conductance of shoots and their
components (n = 108)

Dependent variable Factor
Statistical
significance (P)

Shoot hydraulic conductance, KS Canopy position <0.001
Light quality ns
Exposure time ns

Leaf blade hydraulic conductance, Klb Canopy position <0.001
Light quality <0.001
Exposure time ns

Branch hydraulic conductance, KB Canopy position <0.001
Light quality ns
Exposure time 0.014

Petiole hydraulic conductance, KP Canopy position ns
Light quality ns
Exposure time ns

ns, not significant.

Figure 1. Variation in leaf blade hydraulic conductance (Klb)
for Betula pendula in response to light colour and canopy
position. Different letters denote statistically significant (P < 0.05)
differences between the treatments.

Table 2. Results of analysis of variance (anova) for the effects
of canopy position and light quality on leaf blade hydraulic
conductance (ln Klb); n = 108

Factor SS df MS F P

Canopy position 1.923 1 1.923 11.68 <0.001
Light quality 2.577 2 1.288 7.83 <0.001
Canopy position ¥ light

quality
0.379 2 0.189 1.15 0.321

Error 16.785 102 0.165 – –

SS, sum of squares; MS, mean square; F, F-ratio; P, statistical
significance.
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We did not find significant differences in the potassium
ion concentration of the xylem sap [(K+)] between the light
treatments. Only canopy position had an effect (P < 0.05)
on [K+]: values averaged 16.6 � 1.61 and 24.3 � 3.03 p.p.m.
for the lower- and upper-canopy unperfused shoots, respec-
tively. In spite of high variation, KB showed a rising trend
(R2 = 0.281, P < 0.05) with increasing potassium ion concen-
tration in the xylem sap across all treatments.

DISCUSSION

Light quality

Light is one of the most important environmental factors
that influence leaf water transport capacity. Studies investi-
gating the effect of light on leaf hydraulic conductance have
so far concentrated mainly on the effects of light intensity
or duration (e.g. Sack et al. 2002, 2005; Nardini et al. 2005;
Tyree et al. 2005; Cochard et al. 2007; Sellin et al. 2008;Voicu
et al. 2008). But a novel and fascinating issue is the effect of
light quality on hydraulic properties. We found a strong
effect of light quality on leaf hydraulic efficiency in B.
pendula. Our experiment revealed that Klb was highest in
blue light, followed by white light and lowest in red light
(Fig. 1). The Klb of leaves under blue light was on average
1.2 times higher than under white and 1.4 times higher than
under red light. The short-term (time scale in hours) varia-
tion in Klb with respect to light spectral traits would relate to
changes in the conductance of the tissues outside the xylem,
and likely reflected changes in the water permeability of
plasma membranes of leaf cells. The results confirm our
hypothesis that blue light has greater enhancing effect
on leaf hydraulic conductance than white or red light.
However, the response of Klb cannot be attributed to dif-
ferences in total quantum energy and, thus, our results
do not support the idea of energy balance-dependent
photophosphorylation-induced opening of plasma mem-
brane AQPs. Indeed, experiments performed in Populus

tremuloides Michx. suggested that on a shorter time scale
(minutes), photosynthetic electron transport was not
directly involved in the control of Kleaf (Voicu & Zwiazek
2010).

As we observed small differences in radiant energy fluxes
driving substantial differences in Klb between the light
treatments, the results imply that leaf hydraulic conduc-
tance probably depends on differential sensing by specific
light receptors. Blue light acts as a signal for stomatal
opening in a number of C3 and C4 plants, and on a quantum
basis, it is several times more effective than red light in
opening stomata (Sharkey & Ogawa 1987; Zeiger et al.
2002; Inada et al. 2004; Shimazaki et al. 2007; Inoue et al.
2008). Based on the present results, we propose that blue
light acts also as a signal to up-regulate AQPs in order to
maintain functional balance between gaseous and liquid-
phase conductances at high stomatal conductance.
Additional mechanistic studies are needed to test this
hypothesis. Plants use a range of blue light receptors
(including cryptochromes and phototropins) to modulate a
variety of responses, and these interact with circadian oscil-
lators (Demarsy & Fankhauser 2009). Further, the trans-
duction of the light signal to the physiological response
requires investigation.A fruitful area of research will be the
stimulation of AQPs by light quality. We note at least one
demonstration of an AQP promoter (AthH2 in Arabidop-
sis) that is stimulated by blue and white light more than red
light (Kaldenhoff, Kölling & Richter 1996). The intermedi-
ate enhancing effect of the white light on Klb observed in
the present study can be explained by some comprisal of
blue band (small emission peaks), while the red light totally
lacked wavelengths below 600 nm.

The spectrum-dependent responses of Klb in silver birch
resulted in a considerable shift of resistance within the
whole shoot: the contribution of leaf blades to the total
shoot hydraulic resistance increased from 49–50% under
blue light to 60–61% under red light (Fig. 2). Under white
light, on average 11% of the leaf hydraulic resistance was

Figure 2. The proportion of liquid-phase resistance to branch,
petiole and leaf blade within shoots of Betula pendula exposed to
blue (B), white (W) or red light (R).

Figure 3. Variation in hydraulic conductance of bare branches
(KB) of Betula pendula in response to light exposure time.
Different letters denote statistically significant (P < 0.05)
differences between the treatments.
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located in a petiole, coinciding with that found for Betula
papyrifera Marsh. (~10%), a congeneric species (Sack et al.
2003). As compared with other species, it is less than for
shade-tolerant Acer saccharum Marsh. (14%) and greater
than for shade-intolerant Quercus rubra L. leaves (4%), and
matches with that published for the light-demanding tropi-
cal tree species (Sack & Tyree 2005; Sack et al. 2005). Sun
foliage exhibited ~1.4 times higher whole-leaf hydraulic
conductance (Kleaf) relative to shade foliage under white
light, coinciding with the ratio obtained on silver birch using
evaporative flux method (Sellin et al. 2008). However, the
values of Kleaf were 47–52% higher in this study, which may
have arisen from inter-annual variability, or from differ-
ences between the measurement techniques; the high-
pressure method removes all emboli from xylem conduits
and fills intercellular spaces of the lamina. The present data
on Kleaf (2.95 and 2.17 ¥ 10-4 kg m-2 s-1 MPa-1 for sun and
shade foliage, respectively) match well with those published
for B. papyrifera – 2.5 to 2.7 ¥ 10-4 kg m-2 s-1 MPa-1 (leaves
taken from exposed part of the crown; Sack et al. 2002).
Our findings are in accordance also with those obtained
for the effects of light of different wavelengths on leaves
of Quercus macrocarpa (Voicu et al. 2008). That study
reported a greater hydraulic enhancement under blue and
green light than under longer visible wavelengths. In that
study, treatment of Q. macrocarpa leaves with fusicoccin (to
induce stomatal opening) had no effect on transpiration or
on the low-light value of Klb, but decreased the high-light
value of Klb, indicating that stomata were not involved in
the light response of Klb.

B. pendula, an early-successional species, has been
reported to be morphologically very sensitive to changes in
the ratio of red to far-red light relative to several other
temperate broad-leaved tree species (Gilbert, Jarvis &
Smith 2001). The high morphogenetic responsiveness
reflects a shade-avoidance strategy that would contribute to
fitness in dense plant communities. Probably, Klb joins other
plant processes known to respond to light quality, as part of
the shade-avoidance mechanisms. On the one hand, expo-
sure of leaves to direct radiation (relatively rich in blue
light) in sun flecks enable enhancement of Kleaf, thus allow-
ing high stomatal conductance and carbon gain, and sup-
porting higher growth rate. On the other hand, a lower Kleaf

in plants/leaves growing under chronic shade (depleted by
blue light) reduces energy expenditure associated with
AQP expression.

Green canopies strongly reduce not only total irradiance,
but especially reduce blue and red light, leading to a spec-
trum with a small peak in green and a large peak in far-red
band in the inner canopy and understorey (Smith 1982;
Urban et al. 2007). Those findings in combination with the
effects on Klb shown in this study result in a greater Klb for
sun-exposed leaves than for the inner canopy and under-
storey, given suppression by reduced irradiance as well as
shifting light quality. Notably, cloud cover causes the spectra
within and under canopies to shift to ‘white’, and thus could
reduce the relative inhibition of Klb for shaded leaves under
canopies (Endler 1993; Navrátil et al. 2007).The variation in

fluence rate and spectra within canopies would produce
strong natural heterogeneity of Klb within and under cano-
pies that would be dynamic with cloud cover, with poten-
tially major impacts on gas exchange during overcast days.

The shift in distribution of the resistance between branch,
petioles and leaf blades could also have implications for the
dynamics of the hydraulic system in response to other envi-
ronmental variables. Kleaf is known to decline as leaves
dehydrate because of reductions of conductivity in the
xylem caused by cavitation, and in the extra-xylem tissues
caused by losses of turgor. The impact of cavitation on Kleaf

will be stronger when more resistance is in the xylem,
whereas the impact of losses of turgor may be stronger
when more resistance is located outside the xylem (Bro-
dribb & Holbrook 2006; Scoffoni et al. 2008). Thus, light
quality and quantity effects may alter the response of Kleaf

to dehydration by modulating the partitioning of resistance
between sym- and apoplast (including the xylem of branch,
petiole and venation). The same principle may apply to
temperature variation, as Kleaf shows a small response of
xylem conductivity to temperature caused by changes in
viscosity of water, and a greater response in the tissues
outside the xylem because of changes in membrane per-
meability; the greater the resistance of the extra-xylem
pathway, the greater the temperature response (Sack et al.
2004).

Our experiment revealed that the shade leaves of silver
birch exhibited greater physiological dynamics in response
to spectral changes than sun leaves. The spectral sensitivity
of Kleaf may be important for leaves deep within the canopy
that experience a highly variable light regime and rely on
sun flecks for photosynthesis. In large trees, the rapid
adjustment of stomatal aperture and water fluxes, and con-
sequent effects on leaf cooling, could be beneficial as a
response to sun fleck patterns in lower canopy layers. The
greater physiological responsiveness of shade foliage in
response to light treatments in our study (Fig. 1) supports
this idea. Our previous study (Sellin & Lubenets 2010) indi-
cated that the partitioning of transpirational fluxes in the
canopy depended largely on soil-to-leaf hydraulic resis-
tance, that is, on distribution of the resistance within a tree
crown. The regulation of Kleaf by light quality provides an
additional mechanism for the adjustment of plant water
transport capacity to variation in the spectral distribution
within vegetation, diurnally and seasonally. This regulation
may represent a mechanism for fine-tuning of leaf hydraulic
properties in the heterogeneous light environment within a
forest canopy.

Light exposure time

Experimental evidence suggests that Kleaf depends on the
duration of exposure to light (Cochard et al. 2007; Sellin
et al. 2008). Our previous study in silver birch (Sellin et al.
2008) revealed that Kleaf increased over 9 h of illumination
and then showed a decrease. The current experiment did
not indicate a significant trend in Klb over 5 h of exposure
(Table 1). This discrepancy between the two studies could
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be caused by the different experimental setups and mea-
surement techniques: the methods rely on different driving
forces, the high-pressure method fills embolized xylem con-
duits, and different photosynthetic photon flux densities
and exposure times were applied.

We found that the KB of sun shoots decreased with
increasing exposure time (Fig. 3). Until quite recently, xylem
was considered as a system of inert pipes and a passive
pathway for water flow.The possibility of rapid flow control
in xylem was not taken under consideration until the past
decade, with the demonstration that changes in ionic con-
centration of xylem sap are responsible for short-term
modulation of xylem hydraulic conductance (Zwieniecki
et al. 2001; Gascó et al. 2006; Nardini et al. 2007; Cochard
et al. 2010). The ion-mediated changes of xylem hydraulic
conductance could arise from the shrinking and swelling of
the inter-vessel pit membrane hydrogels in response to the
osmotic concentration of the solution perfused (Ryden et al.
2000; Zwieniecki et al. 2001).As we kept the shoots in deion-
ized water during the experiment, the decrease of KB may
have arisen from the dilution of xylem sap over time and loss
of cations from the intervessel pit membranes.The observa-
tion that KB showed a rising trend with increasing potassium
ion concentration in the xylem sap of the shoots across all
treatments supports this idea. Additionally, a longer-term
effect of light availability on potassium ion concentration
with respect to canopy position was also observable: mean
[K+] was significantly higher in the upper-canopy shoots
independently of the experimental treatments, in accor-
dance with higher KB. Our recent experiment (Sellin et al.
2010) revealed that significant differences in [K+] remained
in branches of silver birch, taken from different heights,after
a 20 min perfusion of stems with deionized water under high
pressure, suggesting that living tissues continue to enrich the
xylem sap with potassium even after shoot/branch cutting
(Metzner et al. 2010).

Overall our experiments indicated that light quality had
a significant impact on leaf hydraulic properties, in a
way suggesting that spectrum-sensitive light receptors are
involved in the regulation of AQPs in the hydraulic
pathway. The changes in Kleaf with light spectral properties
resulted in a redistribution of hydraulic resistance within
the shoots. These results support the idea that light-
mediated regulation of Kleaf involves differential opening of
the plasma membrane AQPs in mesophyll or bundle sheath
cells and points to a need to determine the light receptors
important in this process.
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